Notable DESIGN

Houses has sought out the latest design objects to fit the contemporary New Zealand house.

01
**Matariki light shade**
The beautifully intricate Matariki light shade from Wellington-based Joug Design is made up from hundreds of symmetrical elements. Its name is inspired by its likeness to the star cluster The Seven Sisters – its Maori name being Matariki. $580.
www.joug.co.nz

Houses has one Matariki light shade to give away. To enter, email housescomps@agm.co.nz with your name and contact details, by 30 November.

02
**Beat Light**
The manufacture of Beat Light, made from hand-beaten brass, revives a rapidly vanishing skill of Indian craftsmen.
www.ecc.co.nz

03
**Evie Kemp cushions**
New Zealand artist Evie Kemp has transformed her first textile collection into striking cushion covers. $120 each.
www.foxes.co.nz

04
**Stitch in Time rug**
Stitch in Time is a piece from Australian fashion designer Vivian Chan Shaw’s vibrant rug collection for Designer Rugs.
www.designerrugs.co.nz

05
**Section sofa**
Designed by Simon James, the Section sofa is available in a number of configurations including a corner unit or chaise. Section sofa, $5289 excl fabric.
www.simonjamesdesign.com
06

**Glascia towel warmer**
The glass and metal Glascia towel warmer from Skope is available in both left and right configurations.
www.skope.co.nz

07

**Premiere Series**
The latest Premiere Series plasma television from Panasonic reproduces the blackest blacks possible through a high contrast ratio.
www.panasonic.co.nz

07

**Pil pendant lamp**
New Zealand designer Tim Wigmore blends the craftsmanship of New Zealand hand-turned logs and artisan blown glass with LED technology to produce the sculptural Pil pendant lamp.
www.timwigmore.com

08

**Noe lounge chaise**
This Noe lounge chaise from Verzelloni is part of a modular lounge collection that enables multiple configurations.
www.ufl.co.nz

10

**Loungearound lounger**
The Loungearound lounger is a delicately balanced reclining chair made from plantation bamboo and hemp fabric that encourages you to lounge... around.
www.timwigmore.com
**PRODUCTS**

**11**

_Cocoon fireplace_
The Cocoon fireplace runs on bio-fuel and is able to be used in both interior and exterior spaces. A freestanding and hanging model is available, both in stainless steel or black.  
[www.fireplace.co.nz](http://www.fireplace.co.nz)

**12**

_Axor Urquiola bathtub_
The Axor Urquiola free-standing bathtub is part of the range by world-renowned designer Patricia Urquiola for Axor.  
[www.matisse.co.nz](http://www.matisse.co.nz)

**13**

_Meridian toilet suite_
A brand new addition to the Roca range is the Meridian back-to-wall toilet suite, which features a unique soft-close toilet seat.  
[www.formebathware.co.nz](http://www.formebathware.co.nz)

**14**

_BoConcept coffee table_
From BoConcept, the high-lustre of this white coffee table is accentuated with a white glass top. $1899.  
[www.boconcept.co.nz](http://www.boconcept.co.nz)

**15**

_ProDecor handle_
This ProDecor handle from Hettich is part of a collection that moves beyond purely practical aspects, complementing kitchens, bathrooms, living spaces and furniture to create a strong visual statement.  
[www.hettich.co.nz](http://www.hettich.co.nz)

**16**

_Santa Fe Shutters_
These interior shutters from Santa Fe Shutters offer a solution to create privacy for the bathroom, without the use and restrictions of a solid wall.  
[www.santafeshutters.co.nz](http://www.santafeshutters.co.nz)